very few, if any, universal long-term strategies for weight gain, but one thing that seems to work is self-weighing. (His) team followed
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themselves less than once a month.” — “The Blue Zone Solution”

Immokalee Technical School
takes on the Blue Zones Project
LIZ FREEMAN
LIZ.FREEMAN@NAPLESNEWS.COM; 239-263-4778

Immokalee Technical College, also
known as iTech, has joined a local campaign to help students and faculty get
healthier.
The technical school that serves a
key role in the migrant farmworking
community to provide career opportunities for its young people is also setting an example by joining the Blue
Zones Project of Southwest Florida.
The school that offers 21 programs
of study — from culinary training to
automobile service and a lot in between
— has become Blue Zones approved by
adding healthier options for students
and faculty in the daily activities on
campus.
The school has added a punch card
system in the cafeteria where students
are rewarded with bonus items for
choosing healthier foods for meals.
There also are healthier selections in

vending machines, and there are fresh
water refill stations to reduce plastic
waste and encourage more water consumption. Both students and staff
members have started taking part in
exercise contests and to improve body
mass index.
The Blue Zones Project is a health
and well-being initiative that was introduced to Southwest Florida in 2015
by the NCH Healthcare System, which
is underwriting the initiative in the
early years to help the campaign gain
widespread support.
The project is based on the world
travels of Dan Buettner, who identified
communities worldwide where people
share lifestyle traits and live to 100 or
older. He wrote a New York Times
best-seller about the nine principles of
longevity.
The goal is for businesses, government agencies, restaurants, grocery

Dr. Allen Weiss, left, the president and chief executive officer of the NCH Healthcare System,
welcomes iTech to the Blue Zones Project. NCH is a sponsor of the wellness initiative in
Southwest Florida. BLUE ZONES PROJECT STAFF
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A mixed media art journal doesn’t require advanced skills. JAMIE RIDLER/JAMIE RIDLER STUDIOS VIA AP
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hether you’re looking to release pent-up emotions, motivate
yourself or simply clear your mind, keeping a journal can
be great for your mental health.
“We discover things about ourselves that are hidden,” says Jamie
Powered
Ridler, a creative living coach and founder of the online Jamie
Ri- by TECNAVIA
dler Studios. She says journaling is “great practice for showing us
something beyond what we think we know.”
Your journal should be a place where you feel completely free to
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stores, churches, residential communities and other
groups to voluntarily incorporate healthier options in
daily practices so each group’s audience can make
better choices. The philosophy is that over time,
healthier choices will become the easier choice, and
each incremental step can improve health and wellbeing. Offering fresh fruit and bottled water instead
of soft drinks and candy bars in employee break
rooms is one example.
Southwest Florida is one of 37 communities nationwide that is either working toward recognition as a
Blue Zones community or has achieved it by widespread adoption of nine underlying principles toward
improved well-being.
The “Power Nine” include moving naturally by
being physically active, eating a plant-slant diet,
knowing your purpose in life, taking time to relax,
having a healthy social network and putting loved

Journal
Continued from Page 4D

combination of words and images.
“Images allow us to tap into different parts of us,”
says Amy Maricle, an artist, art therapist and founder
of the online journaling hub Mindful Art Studio. “With
language we’re really good at censoring and controlling and presenting what we think and feel. ... Through
visual means we don’t have the same kind of censorship and filters.”
Art journaling doesn’t require advanced skills.
Even painting messily all over the page can be cleansing, Maricle says. She enjoys taking one or two colors
and merely spreading paint all over a page. “It’s like
taking a walk in nature,” she says. “It helps open me
up.”
Another exercise she suggests: Write out what
you’re feeling, and then, in light pencil, underline
words or phrases that stand out to you. Using paint,
cover any of the writing you didn’t underline. Now
you’ve created an original poem.
Maricle and Ridler both urge journal keepers not to
worry about the final product. No one else needs to see
it, after all.

ones first. A popular activity is to form walking
groups, or walking moais, to use Blue Zones terminology.
So far, 78 other companies have embraced the Blue
Zones project by incorporating healthier choices, like
adding walk and bike paths, sponsoring pot lucks for
people to bond, offering onsite exercise programs,
changing menus and more.
Two hotels have recently gained Blue Zones recognition for their initiatives. They are Naples Park Central Hotel and its sister hotel, Fairways Inn of Naples.
Both have added bike racks for guests and staff to
use, have launched walking groups for employees,
have planted gardens on site and have added healthier selections in vending machines.
“Our hotels embarked on constructive steps to
ensure that the well-being of our guests and staff is
improved,” said Maxine Mirowitz, co-owner of the
hotels.
Naples Park Central, at U.S. 41 and Central Avenue, is a few blocks from the Gulf of Mexico and the
city of Naples’ renowned Fifth Avenue South. The
Fairway Inn has been a 50-year landmark and is at 103
Palm River Blvd. in North Naples.

Journal, invented by Ryder Carroll. It involves tracking your life in bullet points. Carroll says doing that
helps us remain organized, and gain awareness of how
we spend our time and energy.
Keeping a Bullet Journal by hand is key to its effectiveness, he says: “Studies suggest that analog journaling of any kind has many benefits, ranging from treating anxiety to increasing memory retention.” For more
information, see the tutorials on bulletjournal.com.
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Sharie Stines, a therapist and coach for those suffering from addiction and/or abusive relationships,
suggests keeping gratitude lists, and lists of your
strengths and goals. She also recommends writing out
self-affirming declarations such as “I am enough” and
“I can do this.”
The ultimate form of list-making may be the Bullet

Addressing journal entries to a person in your life
can help release bottled-up feelings. Stines regularly
utilizes this technique with her clients.
“It’s not for the other person,” she says. “It’s only
for the writer. The other person may never know you
had a problem. They don’t even have to know, because
you’re giving voice to yourself.”
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Social psychologist Dr. James Pennebaker was a
pioneer in using expressive writing to help people deal
with problems. He explains: “You set aside three or
four days and write for maybe 15 or 20 minutes each
day, and ideally about some topic that is gnawing at
you, that is getting in the way of your life.”
Writing, he says, requires us to stop pushing the
issue aside. It acknowledges how we feel and helps us
“place some kind of organization and structure to it.”
Pennebaker emphasizes that expressive writing
isn’t for everyone all the time, and may not be beneficial immediately after an upheaval. Trust your gut,
he says.
“If you absolutely don’t feel as though you are ready
to write, don’t write,” he says. “Your brain is telling
you something.”
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